Effect of various parameter combinations on genetic gain in computer simulated two-character selection.
In a simulation study, the effect of various parameter combinations such as linkage, dominance, heritability, and economic weights on the individual trait means was investigated using additive genetic, genotypic and the phenotypic index of Elston (1963). The characters responded differently to these indices under various parameter combinations, indicating favourable and unfavourable effects of the mentioned parameters. Linkage was found to reduce the rate of progress through selection. Depression of genetic gain was greater where the genes governing a character showed dominance and/or heritability coefficients were low. It was, however, noticed that depression of genetic gain due to low heritability of a character could be avoided by assigning higher economic weight to that character. This suggests that desirable changes in the means of characters available for selection can be manipulated by choosing appropriate economic weights. The additive genetic index, where only the additive genetic variances and covariances go into its construction, does not seem to be affected by intra-allelic interactions since they add to variances and covariances due to dominance deviations and these have nothing to do with the additive genetic variances and covariances. It seems that from such studies, if conducted extensively incorporating still more parameters, conclusions may be drawn on the most suitable selection model for simultaneous selection under a given set of parameters available in real biological systems.